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Abstract—In this paper, we motivate the need for image
encryption techniques that preserve certain visual features in
images and hide all other information, to balance privacy and
usability in the context of cloud-based image storage services. In
particular, we introduce the concept of ideal or exact ThumbnailPreserving Encryption (TPE), a special case of format-preserving
encryption, and present a concrete construction. In TPE, a
ciphertext is itself an image that has the same thumbnail as the
plaintext (unencrypted) image, but that provably leaks nothing
about the plaintext beyond its thumbnail. We provide a formal
security analysis for the construction, and a prototype implementation to demonstrate compatibility with existing services. We
also study the ability of users to distinguish between thumbnail
images preserved by TPE. Our findings indicate that TPE is
an efficient and promising approach to balance usability and
privacy concerns for images. Our code and a demo are available
at: http://photoencryption.org.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The advent of affordable high-resolution digital cameras
has allowed us to capture many snapshots of our daily lives.
In particular, cameras on mobile phones and other smart, handheld devices have made it extremely easy to capture everyday
activities, from encounters with police and political protests,
to vacation time with friends and family, and even the most
intimate moments of life. Given the ubiquitous access to fast
mobile networks, a vast number of digital images and videos
that are recorded are transmitted or stored with third-party
storage (service) providers in the cloud. For example, Apple,
Google, Microsoft, and Dropbox all offer services to automatically synchronize photos from mobile devices to their clouds.
Users of social networks share more than one billion new
photos each week [2]. While these third-party service providers
potentially enable users to better store, share, organize, and
manage their images and videos, the centralization poses a
serious threat to their privacy. Data breaches are becoming
more common and attackers have recently gained access to
thousands of accounts on the most popular services [11], [32].
CNN has reported on a breach to a photo-sharing site that
exposed many users in 20121 . In other cases, cloud services
1 CNN: Photobucket breach floods Web with racy images.
http://articles.cnn.com/2012-08-09/tech/tech photobucket-privacy-breach.
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Fig. 1: Left: the original image with its thumbnail. Middle: the
TPE-encrypted image with its thumbnail. Right: traditionally
encrypted image with its thumbnail.
themselves have exploited user data for their own benefit [35]
or to satisfy a secret request from a third party [4].
Encrypting the images before uploading to the cloud services alleviates the privacy concerns as the service providers
would only have access to the ciphertext. However, a downside
of such a solution is that it undercuts the convenience provided
by such services. Users can no longer browse, organize, and
manage their images on the cloud side because they would be
unable to distinguish between the images in ciphertext form
(See rightmost image in Figure 1). Even if users concede
to images being available in a decrypted form while they
have an active in-person session with the cloud server, this
would most likely require service providers to be willing to
fundamentally modify their services to specifically support
encrypted images. For example, image tagging and labeling
approaches may allow private browsing of encrypted images
when combined with searchable encryption, as demonstrated
by Pixek App2 . However, this would require the service
provider to modify their service to support a specific searchable
encryption scheme, not to mention additional effort on the part
of the user to tag/classify their images. We elaborate on this
and other approaches in Section III.
Proposed Approach: We propose the ideal ThumbnailPreserving Encryption (TPE) method as a solution for balancing image privacy and usability, particularly for the cloudbased image storage scenarios. TPE, as the name indicates,
is a special case of format-preserving encryption scheme [3]
that preserves (only) the thumbnail of the original image. That
is, the ciphertext is also an image whose thumbnail (at some
specified resolution) is the same as that of the original plaintext
image (See middle image in Figure 1).
2 www.wired.com/story/pixek-app-encrypts-photos-from-camera-to-cloud/

